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            Cathal loves coming home  
             every day and telling us all about  

            his day.  Let it be the gaeilge,  
          the solar system, his ‘special        

       work’ or the new favourite has to be   
    the whiteboard.  Some mornings we 

wish we could go with him  
to Villierstown Montessori School. 

The Hogan Family

The well laid out classroom is 
very child-friendly which, along 

with the up-to-date materials and 
support from the staff, encourages 

the children’s independence.
There is a great variety of subjects 

and activities to stimulate their 
interest and learning. 
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Why choose Villierstown Montessori School?

It’s a modern fully equipped 
Montessori facility

It has a highly motivated, qualified 
and experienced team to deliver 
the Montessori Method

It has an Interactive Whiteboard to 
enhance the learning experience

It provides an individual hands-
on learning experience for each 
student

It has a fun, safe, enclosed outdoor 
play area for the children 
 

It provides a safe environment for 
your child to develop their :-

•	 Independence 
•	 Creativity
•	 Critical thinking
•	 Imagination
•	 Self-motivation
•	 Conflict resolution skills

•	 Social interaction skills

It is a community-based  
not-for-profit facility

It works in conjunction with  
the local National Schools

WELCOME
Thank you for taking the time to look through our brochure;  
I would like to take this opportunity to give you a brief  
overview of our school. 

Located on the main street of Villierstown in Co Waterford Villierstown Montessori 
School adheres to Dr. Maria Montessori’s education philosophy. Known as the 
Montessori Method the main idea is that each child is treated with respect, given 
freedom within the limits of a carefully structured environment, and allowed to 
develop naturally at their own pace.

Using a broad range of Montessori Materials, Montessori Curriculum and other 
educational aids we strive to provide a high standard of education to your child to 
help him or her gain as much knowledge, independence and self confidence as 
possible before they move on to Primary level.  

We provide a carefully planned and stimulating environment where your child 
learns to respect themselves and others, increase their level of concentration  
and their enthusiasm for learning in a fun and exciting way.  

The qualified and experienced team at Villierstown Montessori School 
communicate on a regular basis with you on your child’s progress as  
we believe parents are valued partners in their child’s education  
and our overall aim is to give each child the best possible foundation  
for life.

My role as Montessori Teacher and Manager is to maintain an inspiring  
and stimulating child-centred learning environment that encourages each  
child to work and learn to the best of their ability.

At Villierstown Montessori School we provide a safe, secure and supportive 
environment making sure each child is happy, confident and having fun while 
they prepare themselves to enter society.  

This time in your child’s life is the most important time for  
learning and Villierstown Montessori School  
is the right place to begin!

Lisa O’Gorman,  
Montessori School Manager
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